MAKE PAPER
HOLD-UP BOOKS!
Alpha Sigma Kappa

University of Tennessee- Engineer's Day
We are a social sorority and fraternity open to women, trans-women, and non-binary people in technical fields (STEM). We give an outlet and a sibling bond of people who have similar experiences.
Each team will be 3 people and the purpose of this activity is to utilize paper clips and paper. Using these materials you need to create a support that will allow you to hold up as many textbooks as possible. The team that succeeds to hold the most textbooks without the structure faulting wins!
MATERIALS & RULES

3 pieces of paper

6 paperclips

A textbook

If you succeed to hold a textbook without structure failure we will use other textbooks from around you!

The only rules are no materials your team wasn't given, no internet access, and have fun!